Managing a government grants program is challenging. It is vital that contracting professionals are successfully equipped to extract the most valuable ideas from surmounting white papers to solicit proposals. Further challenges often emerge in subsequent review processes left to limited resources of geographically distributed teams. These obstacles give cause for expert Grants Management tools and support.

At Noblis, we simplify grants management by enabling contracting professionals to best align resources with growing work demands. Submissions are structured, relevant data are organized, and reviews are streamlined, ultimately reducing required effort overall. Our tools and processes facilitate crucial consensus toward grant awards more quickly across distributed evaluation teams.

**GRANTS MANAGEMENT TOOLS:**

**PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS (PI) SUBMISSION PORTAL**

Configured for each program, the submission portal provides a structured environment for Principal Investigators to submit white papers and grant proposals that are automatically grouped and organized by submission responses.

**GRANTS REVIEW AND EVALUATION PORTAL**

The grants review portal offers virtual collaboration for team members to assess, individually rate, and collectively discuss recommendations toward final group consensus. This repeatable process and structure streamlines evaluations and reduces the time cycles and resources required to complete the award recommendation.
**CLIENT SUCCESS STORIES**

**LEVERAGING AUTOMATION TO EXPEDITE DOD RESEARCH GRANT AWARD**

The Department of Defense sponsors the Vannevar Bush Faculty Fellowship (VBFF) program. The program annually reviews research in eleven transformative topic areas for awarding potential grants. Through automation and reporting, topic leads can better organize and facilitate discussions. Noblis online grants management tools reduce the team consensus process from days to hours. Cost savings are gained by decreasing the travel needs and work cycle times, which lower program expenses.

**PROVIDING WEB-BASED TOOLS TO STREAMLINE DISPERSED AUDIENCE COLLABORATION**

The National Security Science and Engineering Faculty Fellowship grants program brings the best minds together to review and recommend research projects for the DoD. DoD turned to Noblis to enhance their acquisition process. Manual DoD processes with distributed teams were replaced by online review and collaboration capabilities provided by Noblis grants management tools, enabling virtual reduced travel needs and associated costs. Meetings previously requiring three day onsite attendance can be conducted virtually in three hours.

**WHY NOBLIS?**

Noblis is a nonprofit science and technology organization with a reputation for independent objectivity that brings the best of scientific thought, engineering expertise, and strategic management. We work with a wide range of government and industry clients in the areas of national security, intelligence, transportation, healthcare, environmental sustainability, and enterprise engineering. Together with our wholly owned subsidiary, Noblis ESI, we solve difficult problems of national significance and support our clients’ most critical missions.